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A~tract

A system is lXOpos~ which learns spatial ~tatious of
planar feature point sets under supervised learning. A key
(Wewtgessing3 aspect of the learning system is the transfor-
marion of the each "static" point set instance into a
"dynamic" set of measm’es of sp~tisd relationships spread out
over time. A morphologically based wave propagation algo-
rithm [1, 2, 3] performs this transformation of Sl~tla’ struc-
tm-e into temporal structure. The learning system [4] ls based
upon classifiers using bucket brigade and genetic algorithms
[5] to respectively modify strengths and create new classifier
rules. Such learning systems are designed to exploit tempo-
ral reg-larities in learning environments and, thus, fit well
with the wave Ixopagntion preprocessing. An initial test
environment is proposed that attempts to re-label arbitrary
feature labels into structurally memfingful labels.

1. Introduction

In the field of computer vision it is the general practice to
decompose visual objects into features and the spatial rela-
tions between features. The advantages and justifications for
this practice are compelling. In computational terms, there is
a nalmal mapping of features onto graph nodes and spatial
relations unto graph arcs. In terms of natural systems, it is
clear that a similar decomposition is performed by the pri-
mate visual system (with the locational system being associ-
ated with the more primitive pathways through the superior
coUiculus onto the parietal cortex and the feature system
being associated with the primary and secondary projection
areas of the striate cortex). Unfortunately, there are funda-
mental issues that prevent this decomposition fix~n giving a
fully ~ti.~factory acconnL

In artificial vision systems it is clear that there remains a
combinatorial explosion in matching object graph models to
full blown scenes. Objects appear in highly contextual
scenes, with occlusion, distortion and large amounts of pose
variation, resulting in an explosion in the complexity of the
graph models and in the complexity of the search through
such models. In natural vision systems, there has been no
systematic account of how the lower levels of feature analy-
sis and feature location are combined in the distributed rep-
resentafious that must underlie perception. The only
theoretical account that comes close is that of the Hebbian
cell assembly and it falls short due to our ignorance of the
mechanisms underlying serf-reverberating distributed neural
networks.

Figure 1. Image of planes on tarmac. The goal of system is to
classify planes according to shape.

Recent advances in various kinds of learning systems hold
out some hope in dealing with these problems. In contrast to
model based machine vision systems, where all the complex
non-linear contextual relations must be mapped out a priori,
learning algorithms suggest ways of evolving such a knowl-
edge base. Further, most learning systems are based upon
massively parallel systems of primitives that are involved in
some "tacit" form of competition and/or cooperation. This
provides the kind of search performance (after learning has
occurred) that is rexluirod. On the other hand, our under-
standing of what happe~ within these systems seems to be
circumscribed in fundamental ways, e.g., via "hidden nodes"
in neural networks and "implicit parallelism" in genetic
algorithms. In the context of these general issues, I have
been considering the form of a learning system that evolves
representations of spatial info~nation.

The two major issues in the design of such a system involve
the choice of preprocessed sp~!i~! information to be given to
the learning system and the type of learning system to
receive this information. The kaming ~k will be that of
supervised pattern classification; the learning system
attempts to predict as to class and is punished or rewarded ff
the classification is wrong or right. Section 2 describes the
morphological preprocessing which maps the input sp~!i~l
data into the temporal data exploited by the learning system.
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Figure 2. Thre~lded silhouettes of planes superimposed on
pseudo-convex hulls (which function as local "puddles" for
wave 1~). Locations of features of high curvature
m-e marked in black and will function as the "pebble"
sources for the wave propagation.

Section 3 gives an intuitive description of the proposed
learning system ([4] provides a more detailed description).

2. Pebble Pond Wave Prorogation

In terms of preprocessing, assume that each image is pro-
cessed so that the locations of key features are detected. For
example, consider the image of airplanes in Figure 1. Now
consider Figure 2. After thresholding the grey-scale data,
morphological openings and closings are applied to detect
silhouette features of high internal and external curvature
respectively. In this case, the input to the learning system
preprocessing is the set of all points of"high" curvature
detected in the binary image, e.g., on a plane the nose, tail
and wing tips (for internal curvatttre) and points where wing
and fuselage meet (for external curvature). In addition,
pseudo convex hulls are computed to provide a preliminary
segmentation and, in turn, a local region within which to per-
form wave propasation.

The morphological pre~g algorithm, Pebble_Pond
[1, 2, 3], sends out wavefronts from each of the feature loca-
rims. One visualization of the this process in shown in Fig-
ure 3. The wavefronts contain informarion as to the identity
of the feature source, where the identity is determined by a
line scan labeling of the features. The basic intuition of
Pebble_Pond is that if a general wave propagation process
can be sustained morphologically, then the resulting cellnlm"
slate space should provide a rich set of spatial measures.
Morphological filters have been applied to the Pebble_.Pond
slate space to extract specific Sl~_!i~l measures from a diverse
group of such measm~, e.g., all k nearest neighbors, k-th

Figure 3. Illuslrarion of wave propagation process emanating
out of the Pebble_Puddle shown in lower left of Figure 2.
The measures on the wave state space in this case involve the
cardinality of the intersections of the waves. The black
pixels mark detected local maxima over the intersoction
grey-scale surface. The maxima turn out to be useful [2,3] in
finding scale and rotation invariant shape signatures. The
initial focus of the learning system will be on another set of
measures involving wave front meetings.
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Figure 4. The midpoints of edges of the complete graph of 7
"pebbles" (derived from detected wave front meetings),
which will be input to the learning system in the order of
their detection

order Voronoi tessellations, and k-th order Gabriel graphs,
morphological co-variance and various rotation/scale invari-
ant spatial signatures. All of these measures are based upon
the detection of more "primitive" events in the wave slate
space: wave front meetings, wave front crossings and wave
slate intersections. The reader is refened to previous work
[1, 2, 3] for details on the underlying wave state space simu-
lation (especially basic time/space trade-offs) and the suite
of morphological filters required to extract the primitive
events, from which are derived the diverse class of sp~ti~!
measures.
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This paper will focus on the exploitation of wave front meet-
ings as the basic input to the classifier learning system. The
set of wave front meetings is used to detect all midpoints of
the complete graph that connects the features (see Figure 4).
We believe that this restricted class of events in Pebble_Pond
state space provides a sufficiently robust starting point for
the exploration of learning algorithms for Sl~tial structure.
The crucial idea behind Pebble_Pond is that it takes spatial
structure and Iransforms it into temporal suucture. That is, at
each iteration in the wave propagation, measures on the state
space reflect Sl~qtbtl glnlClXtre at the S[mti21 scale correspond-
ing to the current iteration. In terms of the midpoints of the
complete feature graph, Pebble_Pond will output the mid-
point locations (along with the point source identifies) 
order according to the length of the edge. The task of the
learning system is to exploit this temporal translation of the
spA~l sU’ucmre by learning to predict over time certain reg-
|darities in the "messages" produced by Pebble_Pond.

3. Classifier Learning system

Classifier systems [5] are especially useful in environments
where pattern recognition actions at given time steps need to
be linked with related pattern recognition actions occurring
at latter time steps. Pebble_Pond produces early sets of mes-
sages that report on spatial structure at near spatial scales,
while latter sets of messages relX~rt on more distant spa!hl
scale. This separation of spati.ql scales over time provides
robustw~ in the face of spurious or missing data, i.e., with
respect to the partial matching problem. In other words, spu-
rious data has a localized affect at early states in wave space.
Further, the wave propagation throughout the space allows
all points to interact with all other points and - assuming the
learning system can search out such invuriant interactions -
there is added resistance to spurious and missing d~tA= Clas-
sifters can look to sensory input messages coming out of
Pebble_Pond and then place internal messages that function
as prediclious that certain other messages should arrive at

lime steps. Evennmlly, classifiers should develop
which link these internal and sensory input messages
together into predictions as to 1~_- _m~n class. The predictions
are then subject to reward or punishment, with the learning
system using this information to change its internal structure.

The input to the classifier system at each time step is the set
of midpoints currently detected and the identifying labels of
the meeting wavefronts. The classifier system attempts to
predict when and where these same wavefronts will partici-
pate in meetings with other wavefronts. One can view the
learning system’s linked predictions as essentially perform-
ing a geometrically meaningful rebelling of the initial arbi-
Wary labels assigned to the feature locations. This brings up a
basic problem in computer vision: internal models being
matched to ~ta have features identified in some semanti-
cally meaningful way (e.g., this feature is part of the arm,
etc.) but - because input data is "raw" - all initial labels given
to input data will be arbitrary. Thus, we need the labels to

keep track of the input features, but such labels must be
remapped into something meaningful. The proposed learning
system focuses on this problem and provides mechanisms
which take the arbitrary labels and a nempts to have
"emerge" a meaningful remapping.

Given the restriction on the size of this paper, we will not
summarize the mechanisms of classifier systems (e.g., buck-
et-brigade algorithm) nor describe the detailed formal speci-
fications of our particular classifier system and Pebble_Pond.
A full explanation can be found in [4]. The remainder will at-
tempt to provide an intuitive feel for the system.

There are two basic issues that must be confronted in such
learning systems: 1. how can new classifiers be formed to
improve performance, and 2. how can classifiers be made to
cooperate with each other so that extended sequences of
messages will be passed between "associated" classifiers.
The genetic algorithm is typically used in classifier systems
to generate better classifiers out of the current "population"
of classifiers. We will not consider the genetic algorithm in

paper since the proposed test system can be designed [4]
as to remove the need for the "discovery" of new classifiers.
It is noted simply that each classifiers strength is a measure
of the "fitness" of the classifier and, under the genetic algo-
rithm, the most fit classifiers are allowed to "mate" and
"reproduce" in such a way - via operators such as mutation
and crossover - that new "generations" of classifiers tend to
be improved. Thus, the current discussion will focus on how
classifiers might begin to link together into cooperatingycom-
peting assemblies.

The classifiers and messages are separated into three disjoint
sets: 1. Sensory classifiers will lake the information in the
sensory messages generated by Pebble_Pond and post inter-
nal messages that will function as predictions about future
sensory messages. 2. The (sensory, internal) classifiers will
attempt to verify these predictions with the current sensory
input. When these classifiers fire they will post new internal
messages, which now represent predictions about future sen-
sory input based upon some integration of information from
l~vious internal messages and the current sensory input. The
internal messages me intended to represent "linkages" be-
tween related midpoint events from Pebble_Pond, i.e., they
are intended to search out invariant "paths" through the mid-
points of the complete graph that are useful in final classifica-
tions. 3. The final set of (internal, internal) classifiers are
intended to combine internal classifiers into a c~ttegoriT~fiOll
or classification "action," with the result that the system gets
payoff, which is then intended to trickle back via the bucket-
brigade algorithm.

Thus, as sensory messages from Pebble_Pond come into the
system, they are either treated as "new" events by sensory
classifiers or are integrated with previous sensory events via
previously posted internal messages. The internal messages
are intended to represent stable spatial structures that might
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be directly relevant to the final categorization of a specific
class of inputs or might be shared by different classes (e.g.,
two diffe.,ent classes might share a rectangtdar sebstrectere).
As internal messases ere successively generated fxom a se-
quence of previous internal and sensory messages, succes-
sively larger spatial strucUtres are constructed. The (internal,
internal) messages attempt to combine these spatial structures
(hopefully at the right timel) into categorizations.

Co~der the configuration of 5 points shown in Figure 5,
which represent a prototypical pauem that might be learned.
The five point sources are indicated by crosses and labeled i -
m. The small diamonds represent some edge midpoint events
(messages) generated by Pebble_Pond. Since pebble_Pond
will generate messages in spatial scale order (small to large),
the two midpoint messages, m(j~) and m(i,k), will be gener-
ated before other midpoint messages. These messages might
be picked up by sensory classifiers and incorporated into a
prediction about fulm’e midpoint messages. For example, if
m(i,k) is matched by a ~lsory classifier, a prediction might
be made that at some future point in time another match will
occur involving a midpoint event between either point i or k
and some other point; the relationship between the events in
the prediction is given by the vector drawn between m(j,k)
and m(m,l), where the length of the vector ~ to the
predicted delay in time between m(j,k) and m(m,l) and the 
gle prediction of 02 will be part of the internal message. (Note
that there is not complete consistency in the origin used to de-
fine the angles, so as not to clutter up Figure 5 any more than
nec_ _e-ssary.) The information on the sequence of vectors - time
delays and angles - is passed on bom one active classifier to
the next. It is in this sense that the arbitrary (fine-scan order)
labels of the features are associated or remapped onto seman-
tically meaningful labels. In other words, learning will result
in sequences of cooperating classifiers which represent struc-
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Figure 5. Two poss~le paths that might be learned in a
prototypical pattern of 5 points.

unally meaningful information in terms of the sequence of
vectors. As data comes in from Pebble_Pond, the arbitrary
feature labels become "bound" to the vector "slots" that have
been built into the classifiers via learning.

Two possible paths that might be learned in a prototypical
pattern of 5 points are shown in Figure 5. The first path starts
at the Pebble_Pond event corresponding to the meeting mid-
point of waves from point i and k, while the second starts at
the midpoint event from points j and k. The classifier system
needs to learn to predict the orientation and time delay (dis-
tance) to the next meeting event. Because all events produced
by Pebble_Pond are ordered over time according to spatial
scale, predictions can only be made to next midpoint meet-
ings that are greater than the time scale of the current predic-
tion point in the path being learned. Note that paths can share
meeting midpoints or sub-paths. If either of these paths are
relevant to a classification then they can be used by (internal,
internal) classifiers to participate in external payoff.

The basic idea is that a sequence of activated classifiers will
correspond to a path through the set of edge midpoints. The
paths will be constrained to involve midpoints at increasing
Sl~tlal scales, with multiple paths potentially being relevant
to a pattern classification. Presumably, at some point there
will be a pair of messages (representing some paths) that cap-
rare some structure that is relevant to a classification action
and, thus, some (internal, internal) classifier might hazard 
guess. If it is correct it gets payoff, which via the bucket-bri-
gade should trickle back to increase the strengths of the (sen-
sory, internal) and sensory classifiers that set it up.

Note that (internal, internal) classifiers are restricted to just
function as a way to hook internal messages to actions. They
function as binary ~ for combining pairs of paths into
classification decisions. This lends to a concern about how the
system can learn pattern classes that require more general n-
ary path relations. In order to simplify the learning system -
i.e., to avoid issues concerning the generation of "higher or-
der" messages - the system will have different learning versus
performance modes. In learning mode, any pairwise combi-
nation of internal messages that can get a vote out for a given
categorization will be allowed to participate in the competi-
tion. This way salient pairwise combinations of paths can be
strengthened. In order to allow more than pairwise relation-
ships to have an effect, in performance mode the action of the
entire system will be the majority vote of all classifiers mak-
ing predictions. This approach is intended to be a restricted
but still robust first cut at the problem.

Thus, sensory messages will be coming into the system con-
stanfly and sensory classifiers will attempt to start predicting
their participation in a path composed of related sensory mes-
sages arriving at latter scales, with (sensory, internal) classi-
tiers attempting to continue the predictive path. Finally,
(internal, internal) classifiers will be attempting to combine
pairs of paths into classification actions. During learning
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phase, conect classification actions will get payoff, during
performance phase, the majority vote will win.

The basic ideas behind a lXOposed system for learning spa-
tial sU’ucUtrc have been presented. For preprocessing, a wave
propagation algoriflun (Pebble_Pond) is used to transform
the static spatial structure in planar point sets in a temporal
sequence of measures, which can be thought of as messages
emapafiqg from the evolving wave state space. A classifier
system might then be used to search for temporal regularities
in the sequence of these measures, where the temporal regu-
larities reflect regularities in spatial structure.
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